French
Year A
Forest

Autumn
How can I talk about myself in French?
(Greetings, name, age, birthday, favourite
colours, countries, cultural awareness,
and Christmas)

Spring
How can I talk about my family in
French?
(Family members, pets descriptions,
Easter in France)

Summer
What’s my favourite food?
(Describing what I eat and drink, thinking
about what they eat and drink in France,
food preferences, café vocabulary)

Spring

What do I like to wear?
(Revise colours, clothes, opinions, what do
I wear for school, describing people, ideal
uniform, buying clothes)
Where do I live?
(Describing my house, rooms, describing
my room, activities in each room,
prepositions, dream house)

What’s the time?
(Revising numbers, hours, minutes, ¼ past
and to, ½ past, learning key dates in
French history)
All in a day
(Revision of times, 5-minute intervals, 24hour clock, timetables, daily routine and
school life)

Where can I buy?
(Names of shops, French money, higher
numbers, asking for things, conversation
in a shop, asking the price)
What do I know about France?
(Location and names of cities, famous
landmarks, describing a visit to Paris,
famous French people)

Year B
Forest

Autumn
How can I talk about myself in French?
(Greetings, name, age, birthday, favourite
colours, countries, cultural awareness,
and Christmas)

Spring
How can I talk about my family in
French?
(Family members, pets descriptions,
Easter in France)

Summer
What’s my favourite food?
(Describing what I eat and drink, thinking
about what they eat and drink in France,
food preferences, café vocabulary)

Spring

Who am I?
(Talking about myself, more descriptions,
character, future plans and ambitions)

What do I like doing?
(Sports, hobbies, opinions, talking about
the weekend and using verbs)

Mill

Where do I live?
(Describing my town, what places does it
have in it, directions and getting around
town)

How can I say I’m ill in French?
(Parts of my body, illnesses, going to the
doctor, going to the chemist, asking for
help)
How can I talk about my school?
(Subjects, preferences, describing my
classroom and my school, revising school
uniform)

Mill

Where do I go on holiday?
(Revision of countries and transport,
places to stay, activities, future plans for
the holidays, weather)

